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Technology Assessment from the Stance 
of a Medieval I-Iistorian 

LYNN WHITE, J R .  

O N  OCTOBER 13, 1972, the American federal go \e rnn~en t  established in 
Itrashington an Office of Technology Assessment to advise Con<q-ess on leg- 
islative problems related to new technology and its probable impact. Th i s  
act reflects an ambivalence toward engineering innovation that has been 
rare during the last thousand year5 in the Occidental culture o f  which Tve 
are part. Both pagan and Christian antiquity, of course, had been dubious 
about technology. St. Augustine, the most penetrating mind of a groping 
age, expressed amazement at the ingenuity and variety of the arts, yet feared 
that the good coming from them may be counter1)alanced by the evil of "so 
many poisons, weapons and military machines" in addition to superflui- 
ties and vanities.l T h e  Latin Middle Ages, by contrast, developed an al-
most entirely affirmatixe view of technological improvement. This  new at- 
titude is clearly detectable in the early ninth century, and by 1450 engineer-
ing advance had become explicitly connected rvith the virtues: it was in-
tegral to the ethos of the I t l e ~ t . ~  

People are organi7ed into cultures 1,y the hasic presuppositions-often 
unverbalized-that they share: their axioms. They put their intelligence, 
energy, and money into what they corporately consider good. T h e  results 
are as varied as the majestic pyramids of pharaonic Egypt, the sadistic 
games of the arenas of the Roman IVest, and the family-centering, but  glo- 
bally focused, television sets of the contemporary industriali7ed world. 
Medieval Europe came to believe that technological progress was part 
of God's will for man. T h e  result Tvas an increasing thrust of invention that 
has been extrapolated, ~vi thout  interruption or  dnrvn-curve, into our 
present society. 

This  is a presidential address delivered by Mr. I f h i t e  a t  thc annual  n l e e t i ~ ~ g  of the Ilnerican 
Historical Association, San Francisco, December 28, 1973. 

1 D e  civitate Dei 22.24, in Corpzis clzristianorzlrn, series latina, 48 (Turnholt ,  1955): 848-49. 
2 See Lynn White, jr., " T h e  Iconography of 7'errlpernntia and the \ ' i~.tuor~cncss o f  l cchnol-

ogy," in T. K. Rabb ant1 J .  E. Seigel, eds., Action a n d  Corzr,ictior~ irz Enrlp ,tlotler?z l i l ~ r o f ~ u :  
Es\nys ir1 A l e r n q  of E. H .  Hnrbisor1 (Princeton, 1969). 1(37-219: and IVhite, "Cultural C:lirnatca 
and Technological Advance in the Middle Ages," Viator, 2 (1971): 171-201. 



Sever lvas the sense of the virtuousness of technology more vivid than 
in nineteenth-century .\merica. In 1853 an English mission exploring the 
sources of industrial success on this side of the Atlantic concluded, in 
awed tones, that "the real secret ok American productivity is that Ameri- 
can society is imbued through and throllgh with the desirability, the 
rightness, the morality of production. hlen serve God in America, in all 
seriousness and sincerity, through striving for economic efficiency.":' Clearly 
this I'ictorian investigative team did not knon, that they were observing 
an attitude that had been held by the common mediela1 and puritan an-
cestors 110th of themselves and of the renegade colonists: in England it 
xvas already in decay. 111 Nen England, Iloxvever, it survived until toward 
the end of the century, ~vhen  its demise xvas signaled in Nenry A4da~ns's 
dichotom). of Dynamo and I'irgin, a tragic \ision of reality most curiously 
presented against the backdrop of a totally misunderstood Rliddle , 4 g e ~ . ~  

Today the medieval axiom of the rightness of technological progress has 
been challenged in the entire Il'estern ~vorld,  and not merely by mystics 
and eccentrics of the Blake and Thoreall ilk. T o  the secular among us it 
seems quaint; to the religious it is I~lasphemy. T h e  most extreme repudia- 
tion of it is that by Jacques Ellul, a French Calvinist professor at 13ordeaux, 
to whom "Technology" appears to he tlle new name for Antichrist, a 
denlonic force that is completely out of hand.j Fexv will go so far; yet 
among us, few likewise still share the old confidence that all problems 
produced by changing engineering xvill be solved automatically by re-
medial forms of technology, quite without the intrusion of public polic) 
I~ased on ethical and esthetic sensibility. Hence the establishment by Con-
gress of the Office of Technology A4ssessment. 

I\'e must have assessment of technology: our national crises of energy, 
exhaustion of natural resources, and pollution of air, water, and soil inter- 
lock ~vi th  global crises of armaments, population, and food. T h e  real ques- 
tion is: Do xve knoxv how to assess a proposed technological change, x\il~etller 
it be a new invention or a new canal across Central America? 

Technology assessment today is a discipline largely concerned ~v i th  \\cap-

ons systems, industrial production, power networks, traffic patterns, mar-
keting problems, and large engineering projects. T h e  systems analysis 
that is its method is based almost entirely on costs-benefits calculations that 
are narro~vly construed because they are designed to answer military and 
business questions fornlulated within a rather limited range set by those 
coiiimissioning the studies. Thei r  failure to ask about ~vider social and 
otlier costs and benefits has led to unfortunate effects that impinge increas- 

2 Quoted by Charles L. Sanford, "The  Intellectual Origins and New-\\'orldliness of 4inerican 
I~idustry,"four?lal of Eco?ro?r~icH i ~ t o r y ,18 (1958): 16; sev also page 14 for Patrick Ttac)  Jack- 
son's dictum that "the village steeple is an unfailing companion of thc ~vatei~vhcel ."  

-$Lynn T\'hite, jr., " D > n a ~ n oant1 l'irgin Kecunsider-eil," Atrluriccrtl .Srttolar, 27 (1958): 183-94; 
~ e p r i n t r d  in iVhite, Jlacllir~ct ex Deo: E ~ j a y s  in the Dynan~ism of 1i.estern Cultztre (Cambridge, 
Mass., i968), 57-73. 

;Jacques Ellul, T h e  Tect~nological Society, tr.  J .  IVilkinson (Kew York, 1964) 
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ingly on the lives of millions, 'tvith resulting popular I>atklash against 
engineers and scientists, soldiers and business leaders. 

Some of the most percept i~e  systems analysts are pondering todaj h o ~ v  to 
incorporate into their procedures for decision the so-called fragile oi non-
quantifiable values to supplement and rectify their traditional quantifi-
cations. ITnhapp7 clashes I\ ith aroused groups of ecologists have proled that 
when a dam is being proposed, kingfishels may h a ~ e  as much political clout 
as kilo.tvatts. How do you apply cost-benefit analysis to kingfishers? S ~ s t e n ~ s  
analysts are caught in Descartes's dualism l~e t~veen  the measurable tes r x -  
terzsn and the incornrnensurable 1-rs cogitnnr, but they lack his pineal gland 
to connect what he thought were two sorts of reality. I11 the long run the 
entire Cartesian assumption must be abandoned for recognition that 
quantity is only one of the qualities and that all decisions, including the 
quantitati~re, are inherently q~~al i ta t ive .  Tha t  s11ch a statement to some 
ears has an ominously Aristotelian ring does not automatit ally refute it. 

There is a second present defect in the art of technology assessment: the 
lack of a sense of depth in time; this may be called the Hudson Institute 
syndrome. It is understandable not only because most systems analysts are 
trained either in engineering or in the sot ial ~t iences that normally take 
a flat contemporary biew of phenomena, but  also hetause the concrete prob- 
lems set before systems analysts for solution look to~vard future action aild 
tliscourage probing the genesi, ot things. Since history deals ~vitli nonrepet- 
itive eaents, historians cannot help in specific ways to anslver questions 
concerning assessment of tet hnology in our time. I belieae, hox\eler, that 
contemporary technology assessment xvill become sophisticated and more 
successful only if those n ho practice it are made aIvare of the complexity and 
ramifications of the effet ts of technological changes in the past. History can 
offer no solutions, but it may help to guide an acute mind to~vard kinds of 
questions that in the present state of systems analysis tend to he 01erlooketl. 
A h o ~ e  all it may illuminate the limitations as well as the possihilitieq ol 
assessing technology. 

T o  shon what I mean, let rne present a rapid and necessarily superficial 
revie~v of a fe~v Tl'estern medie~ral innovations and their impacts. T o  n hat 
extent could a prescient medieval futurologist have foreseen n hat nas go- 
ing to happeni6 

S O ~ ~ E T I R ~ EB E T ~ V E E NI 150 and I 167 alcollol, or, more exactly, brandy, Tvas first 
distilled from wine as a pharmaceutical at Salerno, the site of Europe's rnost 

6 There  appears to be no stud) of tile development of the rrlorc modern social-p\!ciiological 
kinds of insight, as cont ra~ted  with the legal-political Gi-cco-Roma~l \yay of analyzing situations 
and  trends. T h a t  seeds of tile new neth hod \\.ere splouting ill tile I;itcr t l i i r t e c ~ ~ t l ~  i\c c ~ l t r ~ l y  
show11 by Brian Tierne) ,  ~l l e r l i c i~n l  Sketch Cnno~~ic'ctlT l r r o ~ ycrnd If\ A f ~ f ~ l i c c l -Poor Lni( ' :  .4 of 
tion in England (Berkeley, ic)j!)), 44-67, Canonists at that  ti~rle begall shifting the focus of dis-
cussions of charity from its effect upon the cpiritual well-t)eing of the tlo~loi- to its impact upon 
the recipient. 
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famous medical sc l~oo l .~  t ourse, had produc ed moral and Drunkenness, of 
social problems ever since Noah tooh shore leabe (Gen. 9:.1-27), and it is 
not likely that anyone in the later txvelfth century could hake thought that 
the neTv medicine ~vould amplify a traditional vice. T h e  considerable 
mediekal literature on a q u a  c i r d e n ~or aqltm zlitae stresses the beneficial effect 
of alcohol for facial tic, chronic headache, stomach trouble, falling or graying 
hair, worms, epilepsy, cancer, sterility, sciatic a, arthritis, and bad breath. In 
general, it xvas good for people ~vho ,  in terms of the humoral physiologv 
of that age, Tvere considered to have a "cold" temperament. Then  in the 
midst of such medical advice, one treatise lets d o ~ v n  its guard: "Brandy 
I\ hen drunk makes a man happy and sociable":': in other ~ r o r d ~ ,  this is the 
"fun" medicine. 

Especially in Sorthern Europe the ~vinters xvere chilly enough to mahe 
anyone believe that he rvas of a "cold" complexion and that such a 
medicament nas essential to his health. Apothecaries \\.ere making it in ever 
more considerable quantities, and during the fifteenth century, when it 
began to he produced from a beer mash as well as from \vine, it hecame 
quite cheap. Drunkenness and consequent public disorder increased 
alarmingly: for example, at: Frankfurt arn Main decrees trying to cope 
~v i th  the problem-but obviously in vain-\\.ere issued in 136 1, i 39 1, i4:33, 
1456, and 1487." 

India and Sunnite (as distinct from parts of Shiite) Islam arrived at a 
negative assessment of intoxicants long before alcoliol lvas distilled. In 
i!)i!) the United States reached the same conclusion, hut so many socially 
evil side effects of that decision emerged that by 1933 the consensus was 
reversed. Alcohol remains fun for many, and a disaster for many. ,4s the an- 
nual meetings of this Association demonstrate, it adds considerably to con- 
viviality and perhaps even to the florz, of ideas. Statistics, ho~vever, indicating 
that half the traffic deaths in this country are connected with eitlier drunken 
drivers or drunken pedestrians make one wonder about the beneficence of 
the Salernitan gift to mankind. A study group eight centuries ago, equipped 
~v i th  entire foresight, ~vould have failed at an assessment of alcohol as today 
Tve fail. 

In our olvn generation some of the most successful technology assess-
ments hake dealt ~vi th  weapons. How xvould similar efforts habe fared in 
the Xliddle Ages, or how did they? 

In the later eleventh century the IVest developed a nexv and more power- 

:E. 0. von Lippmann,  "Zur Geschichte des .Alkohols," Clrenzike?-Zeit~cng,44 (1g20): 625. De- 
spite the efforts of Slohammetl Yatlia Haschmi to show the contrary, ~t1el.e is n o  hr.111 e\idence 
that  alcohol was discotered in Islam earlier than in Europe: nqzcn ~ r i t l ~ e  given it\ pseuclo- was 
-4rabic name by Paracelsus. "SLU l'histoire de l'alcool," Acte.i d u  X I 1 '  Congr?s irlt~~rr(lliorl(l/ (1:.  
1'Aictoii-e des sciences, 1968, 3a (1971): 69-j2. 

8 "Item gebrant win gedruncken machet den menschen frolich und wohl gemiit." Gundolf 
Iieil, "1)er deutsche Branntweintiaktat des Mittelalters," Centaurus, j (1960): 84. 

'J Robert J. FOI-bes,.Short History of the Art of Distillatior1 (Leiden, 1948), 9-91. 
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ful form of crossbow, presumably made possible by a firmer trigger.1° 
Anna Comnena tells us that at the time of the First Cru5ade the Byzantines 
regarded it as a Frankish no\elty;ll eventually it spread a5 far as South 
India, ~vhere it Tva5 knonn a5 the pnrangi, or "Franki5hM bow.I2 T h e  
1vound5 from its bolts nere terrible, and in 1139, at the Second Lateran 
Council, Innocent I1 banned it on moral grounds, except for ure again5t 
infidels. lThe prohibition nas unenforceable: in the heat of ~varfare, every 
foe seemed at lea5t a crypto-infidel. T h e  nonquantifiable value of compas- 
sion was indeed fragile in the face of the cros5bow1s measurable ability 
to shoot further and hit harder than any other portable missile thrower 
before the English longbow appeared in the later thirteenth century. As 
between clear negative and affirmative as5esments of the cro$$bow, the 
latter won out. 

Edward I of England learned to re5pect the longbow in the hands of the 
Southern Tt7elsh, both his foes and his allies. He  and his staff appraised it 
correctly: using it in Tt7ales and Scotland, he worked out new tactics and 
combinations of forces that made the English army almost invincible 
until to~vard the end of the Hundred Years' T\'ar.lqn the hands of a kil led 
archer, cloth-yard shafts of great striking force could be launched several 
times more rapidly than an equally powerful crossborv could be reloaded 
and shot. T h e  supply of archers remained wfficient for nearly a century 
before it began to dry up  because of a change in the recreational pattern5 
of English commoners. In 1365 Edward 111-a ruler of great military acu- 
men-commanded all sheriffs to suppress ho~vling, quoits, handball, foot- 
l~all ,  club ball, hockey, cockfighting, "and other vain games of no value," 
and to see to it that on Sundays and holidays Englishmen of the lorver 
orders should practice ~v i th  bo~vs and arrorzrs. In 1388 tennis and dice lvere 
added to the list of banned sports, and similar measures were enacted into 
the sixteenth century.15 Neverthele~s, the long decline of Engli511 archery 
continued: in 1549 Bi'hop Hugh Latilner thundered that "we have 
taken up  whoring in townr instead of $hooting in the fields."16 Tt'hen in 
1595 the longbow was officially discarded by Elizabeth's army in favor of 
the musket, it was still technically the superior weapon." T h e  musket, how- 

10 T h e  earliest picture of it that I have found-Christian Spanish, dated 1086-stresses the 
trigger; see Pedro de  Pal01 and Max Hirmer, Early Aledieval Art in Spain (New York [1g67]), 58 
and pl. XIV. 

11 Anna Coinnena, Alesiad 10.8.6, ed. B. Leib (Paris, 19.$5), 2 :  217-18. 
12 J .  Hornell, "South Indian Blow-guns, Boomerangs and Crossbo~vs," Jotrrrlal of the Roynl 

Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 54 (1924): 31-1-45. 
1 3  "Artem autem illam mortiferam et Deo odibilem ballistariorum et sagittariorum adversus 

Christianos et Catholicos exerceri de cetero sub anathemate prohibemus." J. D.  Mansi, Sacrorum 
conciliorzim nova et amplissima collectio (Irenice, 1776), 21: 533. 

1 4  John E. Morris, T h e  Welsh Wars of Edward I (Oxford, l g o ~ ) ,  99-101. 
15 Austin Lane Poole, "Recreations," in A. L. Poole. ed., Aledieual England (new ed.; Oxford, 

1958), 625. 
16 Hugh Latimer, Sermons, ed. G. E .  Corrie (Cambridge, 1844), 19;. 
1 7  See Thomas Esper, "The Replacelllent of the Longbow by Firearms in the English Army," 

Technology and Culture, 6 (1965): 393. 
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ever, was reasonably effective in the hands of less well-trained soldiers, 
and that fact was decisive. 

Could Edward I have foreseen that Englishmen might not al~vays shoot at 
the butts, and could he have taken successful measures to prevent the decay 
of archery before it proved irreversible? T o  tell the truth, we still do  not 
know with any certainty the reasons for that decay. Archery doubtless 
prospered best in hamlets so small that they lacked a tavern or enough 
inhabitants for many group games. A relevant factor, long at work by Ed- 
ward 1's time, was the gradual shift, especially in the more fertile areas, 
from the ox to the swifter horse as the ordinary beast for plowing. This 
reduced by one-half the time spent going and conling between stable 
and plowland and encouraged peasants to abandon hamlets, while working 
the same fields, and to agglomerate into larger villages where life was more 
lively.'* Moreover, the shrinkage of population during the second half of 
the fourteenth century led to abandonment to pasture of much cultivated 
land of marginal productility and small settlements: the now scarcer 
peasant labor was concentrated on the more profitable soils, and thus in 
larger village^.'^ It is doubtful that any number of royal decrees could have 
perpetuated archery indefinitely in the face of the new tempo and variety 
of popular life in late medieval England. In any event, three centuries 
after Edward, Elizabeth was forced by the dearth of skilled personnel to 
resort to the technically inferior musket. 

TYhat about medieval artillery? T h e  torsion artillery of Hellenistic and 
Roman times was often unsatisfactory because the skeins of hair or sinews 
powering the machines stretched in wet weather and lost their resilience. 
During the later Carolingian period the TYest received from Islam-or 
else by way of Islam-a new sort of stone thrower consisting of a horizontally 
pivoted beam with a sling at the shooting end and ropes at the other that 
were pulled simultaneously by a gang of men.20 This was an artillery for 
all seasons, and it probably replaced the classical types speedily. Tlie pat- 
tern remained unchanged until toward 1 2 0 0 ,  when some engineer, a 
European it  would seem,?] realized that labor could be saved, size increased, 
and accuracy of aim improved if a great counterweight were substituted for 
the gang of men who pulled the ropes. Such machines, called trebuchets, 
developed amazing capacities in the early thirteenth century. T h e  counter- 
weight and firing arm being uniform, properly calibrated stone balls ot 
equal weight would hit the same spot on a fortification at each shot.22 A 
great trebuchet designed b j  Bishop Durand of Albi in 1244 to besiege the 

1 8  See Lynn White, jr., AIedieval Techno logy  and  Social Change  (Oxford, 1962), 67-66. 
1 9  Maurice W. Beresford finds little evidence of immediate and catastrophic abandonlncnt of 

settlements following the epidemics. T h e  Lost T'i l lage~ of England (London. ~ g r j ~ ) ,  I 58-especiall) 
66. 

30 Donald R. Hill, "Trebuchets," T'iatnr, 4 (~g;:(): 99-114. 
2 1  hiuslims often called the largest trebuchets "Frankish machines" ( l ~ ~ a ~ ~ j a n i qf a r n n ] i ~ .  
2 2  Such trebuchet balls were being produced accortling to engineers' specifications in England 

by 1244;  see John Harvey, E n g l i ~ h  11Iediaeval Alchi tec ts  (London, 1grj4), 111. 
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Cathar stronghold of Rfontskgur threw a forty-kilogram missile at its walls 
at twenty-minute intervals, day and night, for weeks and proved to be the 
key, opening defenses that had seemed impregnable.?" 

Had an Office of Technology Assessment been asked to present a report 
on gunpowder artillery when it first appeared at Florence in 1 3 2 6 , ~ ~  the mea- 
suring rod of effectiveness would have been the trebuchet. T h e  earliest can- 
non were crude, cumbersome, and inefficient. They were costly to make and 
costly to supply with their chemical fuel. They could not be aimed with 
any great exactness; the) were slow to load and to fire; they could rarely 
hit the same spot on a fortification twice because of irregular composition 
and combustion of the powder. T h e  shaking of gunpowder during transport 
made the lighter charcoal particles rise to the top, with the result that early 
gunpowder had to be carefully remixed just before it was used: a perilous 
process during battle. tYe have no evidence that corned gunpowder-de- 
signed to prevent this difficulty and also to assure even conlbustion by in- 
troducing small air spaces-was known before Any rational teth- 1 4 2 ~ ~ ~ ~  
nology assessment of the cannon in 1326 or for a hundred years later would 
have concluded: "Stick to the trebuchet." 

Yet Er~rope did not stick to the trebuchet: by the end of the century 
trebuchets had been practically di~carded.~"TYhy? Probably because of 
the cannon's splendid roar and flash, and also because the extravagance ot 
it made it a status symbol. T h e  greater cost-benefit efficiency of the treb- 
uchet as a weapon succun~bed to the nonquantifiable values of vanity and 
political visibility. It  was decades after the eclipse of the trebuchet that 
the prolonged labors of guncasters, industrial chemists, and gunners finally 
transformed cannon into an artillery as effective as the kind it had re-
placed. One doubts that any futurologist of 1326, contemplating those 
cannon at Florence, could have anticipated so complex a course for the 
new weapon. 

Tllere is at least one instance of the social impact of a medieval invention 
that might easily have been assessed intelligently, only to have the prognosis 
overturned by later events. As Ed~vard Rosen of the City Uni\.ersity of 
New York has shown, eyeglasses were invented by a man who was living in 
the Lucca-Pisa area in the 1280s." They were a boon to the presbyopic, and 

23 Fernand S'iel, ~Wontsegur:le site, son histoir-e (Grenoble, 1962), 2 2 2 .  

2 4  Carlo M. Cipolla reproduces the Florentine document of February I I ,  1326, referring to the 
purchase of "pillas seu palloctas ferreas et canones tle mettallo." Gutzs and Sail5 in  ilrr Early 
Phase o f  European Expansion, 1400-rjoo (London, 1965), 32 pl. An English manuscript of 1327 
sholvs a picture of a cannon; thereafter the evidence is massive. 

2 5  See '4. 0.von Essenwein, Quellerl zur Geschichte der Feuerwafferl (Leiprig. 1872). 25. 
26  Philippe Contamine concludes that the expansion of French royal artillery wa5 particu-

larly rapid in 139;-14oo; he cites Christine de Pisan's list of materiel needed for a great siege 
as including 8 trebuchets of 2 models, but also 128 cannon supplied with 30,000 pounds of 
powder; for the projected siege of Calais at just that time (1406) the French army procured at 
least 20,000 pounds of powder. Guerre, i t a t  et soc i i t i  2 la fir1 d z ~  rnoyerl dge: Et~irles sur les 
armies des rois de Frarlce, rjj 7-1494 (Paris, 1972)~ 229 n.1 I 5, 665-66. 

2 7  Edward Rosen, "The Invention of Eyeglasses," Jourrlal of the  History of Medicine and  Allied 
Sciences, I I (1956): 13-46, 182-218. 
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their use spread rapidly. Any contemporary, if he had thought about it, 
could have seen that this would enable aging men in teaching, the book 
trade, law, bureaucracy, banking, commerce-indeed, in any occupation that 
demanded frequent reading-to keep actively at work longer than other- 
wise ~vould have been possible. Ejeglasses thus xvould slow the promotion of 
younger men, lead to discontent among them, and produce a generation 
gap. Indeed, a priori, the common use of spectacles certainly tended to pro- 
duce such a slowing of youthful careers. However, the first half of the 
fourteenth century was a period of such turmoil that life expectancies 
seem to have decreased even before the catastrophe of the Black Death.'* 
Tt'hile young and old perished alike, the higher general incidence of death 
led to increased velocity in promotions and thus masked the reverse effects 
of the introduction of eyeglasses. 

There are some technological developments that seem initially so mod- 
est, and that grolv so quietly, that eken in our o\vn day no one lvould 
wonder about their impact until long after the effects Tvere irreversible. 
Leroy J. Dresbeck of TYestern TtTashington State College has recently clari- 
fied such an instance in his study of the chimney flue and mantled fire- 
place.") 

For heating, the Romans used braziers and hypocausts (radiant heat- 
i n g )  Braziers burned charcoal and were thus costly to operate; moreover, 
in a room tightly closed against the weather they Tvere dangerous: the 
Emperor Julian, wintering in Paris, was once nearly killed by carbon mon- 
oxide from a brazier." Hypocausts were inflexible and wasteful of fuel 
because they heated the entire mass of the masonry of floors or ~valls. In 
tlie variable climate of Korthern Europe, and especially in winter, they 
~vould  not do. During the early Aliddle Ages, lvhether in hovel or royal 
hall, people centered their lives around a fireplace in the middle of a room 
with a high, loukered roof to carry out the smoke. Vnfortunately it carried 
out much of the heat as lvell. 

By the ninth century the central fireplace was occasionally moved to a 
corner of the room and was cokered by a hood or mantle to catch the smoke 
and take it  out through a hole, or even up  a chimney. Experimentation 
with the design of chimney stacks led to the discovery that a draft of 
air can be brought dolvn the flue to reverse itself and dralv off the smoke 
lvhile leabing much of the heat to be radiated into the room. hloreover, 
replacement of louvers by chimneys meant that fireplaces could be located 
on any level of a multistoried building and not merely under a root 
directly beneath the sky. I11 the eleventh century chimneys and mantled 

28  For a learned summary, see Josiah C. Russell, "Effects of Pestilence and Plague, 1315-1385," 
Comparative Studies in Society and Hislor-y, 8 (1966): 464-j5 There  is some exidence that ma-
ture men were especially \ulnerable to  the plague. 

29 L. J .  Dresbeck, "The Chimne) and Fir-eplace: -4 Study in Technological Delelopment Pri-
marily in England During the hlitldle .4gesU (Ph.D. dissertation, Unirersity of California, Los 
.%ngeles, 1971); summary in "The  Chimne>- and Social Change irl Medieval England," Albion, 
3 (1971): 21-32. 

30 The  Works of the Emperor Julian, tr. TV. C. TCright (London, 1g13), 2: 430-33. 
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fireplaces became common in the dwellings of the great. By the end of the 
twelfth, e len  the poor \rere enjoying them. 

hluch more than simple comfort Tvaq involved. In  the days of the old 
central fireplace, to keep n a r m  in Korthern Europe eleryone from lord and 
lady to humblest servant l i led and ate together in the great hall, and slept 
there, too, normally in curtained compartment$. Society xvas hierarchical, 
but the strata knew each other intimately. \l'itli the nexv flexibility of 
Il'ating made possible by chimney and mantled fireplace, prilacy could 
be implemented. Lord and lady increasingly ate, lived, and slept in with- 
dra~ving  rooms. As affluence increased, noble residences xvere redesigned 
so that rank after rank of the social structure could enjoy the new sense 
of indiliduation in its life style. To  Dresbeck's remark that the chimney 
may ha le  affected the art of love more than the troubadors did," one may 
add that it may likewise have fostered the individualism of the later hliddle 
Ages more than all the humanists. Yet a high social price was paid for the 
new ideal of the idiosyncratic person. As communication between classes 
decreased, class consciousness and snobbery greu.  Ry the 1:j;os IVillianl 
Idangland nas  assessing the chimney hitteily: 

TZ70e is in the hall each day in the week. 

There the lord and lad) like not to 5 i t .  


Now e\ery rich man eats by himselt 

In a prilate parlor to be lid of poor men, 

Or in a chamber with a chimne), 

And leaves the great l1all.32 


T h e  chimney is as important as any other single factor in the shift from 
medieval to modern Occidental attitudes, and not all of this process wa$ 
good. I doubt, horveler, whether anyone nluch earlier than L,angland could 
have assessed properly its less desirable effects, and by that time the process 
could not be turned back. 

Indeed, technology assessment bet omes an enterprise of almost terrify- 
ing immediacy lvhen we realize that our  most intimate psychic structure 
may at times be influenced by seemingly minor external innovations. T h e  
modern American family i$ often a paidocracy, child centered to a degree 
unkno~vn else~rhere; yet our  pattern is the completion of one long de- 
veloping in Europe. Philippe Aries's C e n t u r ~ e ~of Childhoodd3 is a blunder- 

31 Dresbeck, " T h e  Chimney a n d  Fireplace," 207. 
32 T h i s  passage is found only in the H text: TVilliam I.anglat~tl,  Tlre Visiorl of Piers the 

Plor~~rnar~:T h e  "Croi~'ley" T e x t ;  or Text B ,  ed.  TValter 7V. Skeat. Ear-ly English Text  Society, 38 
(London, 1869), passus X ,  lines 93-98. 

33Philippe .-\ri<,s, Centrdriec of Childhood: A Social Histor-) of Fnlnily Life, t r .  R .  Haldick 
(New York, 1962). T h e  French original har a more exact title: I.'erlfnrlt et In i ~ i e  fn~niliale so115 
l'ancien rigirne (Paris, 1960). For an acute analysis of .iries's not-always-coherent thesis. see 
David H u n t ,  Parents nrld CAildren in History: T h e  Psycl~ology of f'avrily Life in E a ~ l s  ,\fodern 
France ( S e w  York, 1970). 27-51. Urban T. Holmes, "Sfedietal Children," Jortrnal of Social 
History, 2 (1968): 164-72, \yarns that  hrii.s's picture of the plight of the mediela1 child is too 
grim; however, Richard C. T r e x l n ,  "Infanticide in Florence: New Sources and F i n t  Results." 
Hi.ctor-y of Childhood Quarterly, 1 (1979): 98-116, indicates a remarkable amount  of deliberate 
infanticide in fifteenth-century Florence, particularly direclcd against girl infants. 
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ing and often perverse book that nevertheless establishes that in the 3liddle 
Ages no one paid much attention to children before about the age of seken, 
when they were admitted to the world of grown-ups. H e  believes that it was 
not until the later sixteenth or the seventeenth century that our culture 
discovered the "sweetness, simplicity and drollery" of small children, began 
to enjoy and coddle them, to accept them on their own terms, and to dress 
them in special clothes that were not simply small versions of adult attire. 
I myself ~ t o u l d  purh the beginnings of the change some~vhat earlier, but 
must recognize that in the early fifteenth century a family like the Pastons 
paid amazingly little attention to their younger o f f ~ p r i n g . ~ ~  

It is assumed that this indifference Tvas an effort to defend adult emo- 
tions against the grim fact of infant mortality. No one could afford to invest 
great emotional capital in a child whose chances of survival were 50 per 
cent or less. Not until five to seven years had p r o ~ e d  a certain durability 
could one risk great affection or interest. I believe that this hypothesis 
makes sense, but it leaves unexplained the reasons for the presumed 
improvement in child survival that at last led parents to venture lavishing 
affection upon the very young. 

I see no clues in sanitation, diet, or medicine." Explanation must be found 
else~t~here.Partly because their bodies are so small, little people are pecu- 
liarly vulnerable to cold and resulting pulmonary infections. Tt'e have 
already noted that in the later hliddle Ages houses of all classes were better 
heated than before, and the increased glazing of windows helped to retain 
the heat. But the snugness of clothing xvas also much improved. T h e  first 
functional buttons appeared in central Germany in the izgos," and by the 
tourteenth century they Lvere revolutionizing costume design. In the dress 
of modern American and European children knit textiles are basic. T h e  
first evidence of a knit body garment (as distinct from a few specimens of 
socks, gloves, and so forth)"' is on an altarpiece from Buxtehude near Ham- 
burg painted in the last decade of the fourteenth century. It depicts the 

34See ,-Inn S. Haskell, " T h e  Paqton TVomen on Marriage in Fifteenth-Centux~ England," 
Viator, 4 (1973j: 469. 

35 T h a t  the first two European treatises exclu\i\ely deleted to  distinguiqhing the medical 
problems of children from those of adults-Paolo Bagellardi, I.ibrllus tlr irzfnniiu11l nfgritlirlini- 
bus (Padua,  1472) and  Bartholomacus Jletlinger, Ein Reg imer~t  der j~clrgen Kirzder (Augsburg, 
1473)-appeared only a year apart  both north and south of thc Alp\, assuredly reflects the rather 
sudden development of a new attitude toward small children, but  the practical medical effect of 
such treatises, as distinct from the effect of the new attitude, on  infant mortality is in doubt .  

36 Some buttons were used in antiquit)  for ornament,  but  a p p a r e n t l ~  not T h efor ~ \ - a r ~ n t h .  
first functional buttons a re  shown ca. 1235 on the ".\dan~spforte" of Bamberg Cathetlral and 
in 1239 on a relief a t  Bassenheim; see Erwin Panofsky, Deutsclle Plnstik des r r .  bis 13. Juhr-
hundert  (Munich, 1924)~ plate 24; Hermann Schnitzler, "Ein unbekanntes Reiterrelief aus tlem 
Kreise des Naumburger hieisters," Zeitschrift 17ereins fiir K u n s t r ~ ~ i s ~ e r ~ ~ c h a f t ,  des Deutschen 2 

(1935): 413. fig. 13. 
37 A .  Latour is dubious about  claims that certain finds in Coptic graves of the fifth to seventh 

centuries are in fact knitted; he holds that the first firm elidence of knitting is late mediexal, 
notably a pair of knit  gloves that  belonged to Pope Clement V ((1. 1314). " T h e  Ftocking," CIB.4 
Reuieut, no. 106 (1954): 3800 
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Fig.r . Panel of the Buxtehude Altarpiece, atlotl\mous, ca. 1395, 
in the Kunsthalle, Hamburg. (See n. 38.) 

I'irgin hlary knitting a shirt on four needles for the Christ (see fig. 
1). It is a safe surmiye that the development of knitting, along with func- 
tional buttons and heating devices, helped to keep more little children 
alive, and thus played a large part in fostering modern attitudes toward 
them. Idate medieval mothers and grandmothers ~v i th  clacking needles 
undoubtedly assessed knitting correctly as regards infant comfort and health, 
but that in the long run a new notion of relationships within the family 
would thereby be encouraged could scarcely have been foreseen. 

38 Hamburg, Kunsthalle. On the date and context see LVilhelm TVorringer, Die Anfange der 
Tafelnlalerei (Leipzig, i924), 19334, fig. 59, and Alfred Stange, Lktltsche !\falerei der  Gotik 
(Nedeln, 1934)~ 2:  145-50, figs. 178, 181. The knitted shirt is the seamless garment that Christ 
wore at  his crucifixion; legend says that his mother made it and that it grew as he did. The 
precocious infant turns from reading scriptural prophecy to meditate upon the vision of two 
angels holding instruments of his passion. .I whipping top lies abandoned at his side. \Ve lack 
an adequate history of toys: such a study would tell us much about adult attitudes toward 
children. 
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How far into the future can even the sharpest eye look? Let me sketch 
another sequence that starts with textiles but ramifies curiously. 

It'ith the old toplike spindle the production of thread was slow and 
laborious. Especially after the horizontal heddle-treadle loom displaced the 
vertical loom in the eleventh to twelfth centuries," in the production of 
simple unpatterned cloth one weaver could use the product of many 
spinners. T h e  first known spinning wheel appears in a Chinese painting 
of about During the thirteenth century41 this invention reached 1 0 3 5 . ~ ~  
Europe. Jt'e may be sure that the people making and selling textiles rec- 
ognized at once-although none seems to have recorded his views-that the 
new instrument, by speeding yarn production, considerably reduced 
the labor component of the final cost of plain cloth. In the very competitive 
pan-European textile market of that age, this meant a lowering of prices 
and consequent increase of consumption. Linen lvas particularly affected, 
both because it was normally unpatterned and because it was seldom 
dyed, only bleached by exposure to sunlight. A good merchandiser of the 
late thirteenth century might have foreseen what in fact happened in the 
fourteenth century: an immense increase in the use of linen shirts, under- 
wear, bed linen, towels, and even vast coifs of starched and folded linen 
decking the heads of fashionable ladies. 

Contemporary technology assessment of the spinning wheel might rea-
sonably have probed even further. Increased use of linen meant more 
linen rags, and probably cheaper. Linen rags were the best material for 
making paper. This meant that the burgeoning new paper industry could 
expand production, lower prices, and increase consumption. 

I greatly doubt that even the keenest systems analyst, looking at the 
potential of the new spinning wheel in the thirteenth century-or perhaps 
for three generations thereafter-could have gone further than this. Yet 
with the wisdom of hindsight we can perceive that the second impact 
of the spinning wheel was not on the textile industry but on the book 
business. 

T o  produce a large Bible took the skins of between two and three hundred 
sheep or calves. T h e  preparation of parchment and vellum was arduous 
and the finished product expensive. By a happy chance we know that in 
I 280 at Bologna paper was already six times cheaper than p a r ~ h m e n t . ~ ~  
Although I have no proof, it is probable that the relative cost of paper 
continued to decline. Except for deluxe volumes, paper was increasingly 

::9 T h e  earliest European e~ idence  of the horizontal loom appears in the Talmudic com-
mentary of Rabbi Rashi (d. I I O ~ ) ,  written in Northern France; see Eleanora Carus-TVilson, 
"Haberget: A Medieval Textile Conundrum," i2 led ier~al  A r c h a e o l o g y ,  13 (1969 [1971]): 165. Rashi 
indicates that it is used by professional male weavers, in contrast to the old vertical loom used 
by women weavers. 

40 Joseph Seedham,  Science a n d  Citlilizatiorl i n  Clzirla, vol. 4, pt.  2 (Cambiidge, Eng., 1965): 
558-59. 

41 For the recent literature, see TValter Endrei, "Changementc dans la pioductivite lainiere au  
moyen Age," A n n a l e s :  e 'conomies,  sociCt i s ,  ci i ' i l isations,  26 (195 I ) :  I 2 r~-gg .  

42  C. hl. Briquet, L e s  f i l igranes (nd ed.; Leipzig, 19a3), 2: 317. 
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used in making manuscripts. This meant that the wages of the scribe 
became by far the greatest cost in manufacturing a book. There was 
every incentive to experiment with mechanical means of writing and, 
when a method was found, to make the considerable capital investment 
needed to operate it. This was Gutenberg's acconlplishment. Its presup- 
position was the spinning wheel. 

Elizabeth Eisenstein of the American University has recently revivified 
in so salutary a way discussion of printing's impact upon our culture4Qhat 
nothing need be said here. FVhile conclusions may differ about specifics, 
there is agreement that the FVestern world was deeply shaken by the 
printed book. I t  is curious, but consonant with the axiom of the goodness 
of technological change, that among contemporary Europeans-save for a 
very few snobbish bibliophiles-enthusiasm for printing was complete. 

Not so in Islam: here the technology assessment of printing was so 
negative that it lasted for centuries. T h e  techniques were easily avail-
able: Maronite, Greek, Armenian, and Jewish subjects of Muslim rulers 
were operating presses for their own purposes long before there was any 
printing in Turkish, Persian, or Arabic.4-' hlany parts of Islam were sophis- 
ticated and creative, as the monuments of sixteenth-century Istanbul or 
seventeenth-century Isfahan amply demonstrate. There was no general 
allergy to borrowings from Europe, as the adoption of gunpowder artillery 

T h e  avoidance of the printing press appears to have been deliberate 
and selective. So far as I can discover, no one has yet explored what Mus- 
lims said to each other about printing and their opposition to it. I 
personally suspect that the leaders of Islamic society felt-perhaps sub-
liminally-that cheap books would eventually destroy the elitist world that 
they valued. If so, they were correct, as the later history of the TVest proves. 

THISLITTLE CLUSTER of case studies that I have offered was selected not 
at random, but rather to show different levels of complexity, or different 
kinds of relationships, that may be found in the assessment of a new 
technology. My thesis is that technology assessment, if i t  is not to be 
dangerously misleading, must be based as much, if not more, on careful 
discussion of the imponderables in a total situation as upon the mea-
surable elements. Systems analysis must become cultural analysis, and in 
this historians may be helpful. 

43 Among her several articles, see especially Elizabeth L. Eisenatein, "The Advent of Print-
ing and the Problem of the Renaissance," Past and Present, no. 4; (1969): 19-89, and no. 52 
(1971): 135-44; "The Advent of Printing in Current Historical Literature," A H R ,  75 (1969-70): 
727-43; and "L'avknement de l'imprimerie et la Reforme," Annales: e'conotnies, soriPtCs, cil'ilisa- 
tions, 26 (1971): 1355-82. 

44 For the beginnings of Hebrew and Syriac printing under Islamic rule, see Jean hluller and 
Ernst Roth, Aussereuropvlische Druckereien in1 16. Jahrhundert: Hihliographie der Drz~cke 
(Baden-Baden, ig6g), 53, 57-60, 63, 65-67. Armenian and Greek printing in the Near East began 
in the seventeenth century. 

45 See the remarkable study by David Ayalon, Gunpoulder and Firearms in the Mamluke King- 
dom: A Challenge to a Aledieual Society (London, 1956). 


